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I
t’s stronger than steel and as light as a 
breeze. Parachutists trust their lives to it, 
yet its allure lies is the in the beauty of 
its ethereal fragility. No man-made fibre 
replicates it, for the prismatic structure 

of the fibre refracts light to create the unique 
shimmer and tint of its natural properties. It’s 
warm in the winter and cool in the summer. Nothing 
behaves like silk.

“There!” exclaims silk exporter Vijay Ram, 
triumphantly holding up an offending piece of polyester-
adulterated silk to a naked flame. It flares and burns 
out insincerely, like a false promise. For true silk 
will burn honestly as far is it can, into a 
tiny stumpy bobble at the end of the 
thread.

The story of silk began a 
very long time ago. Picturesque 
legend has it that a silk worm’s 
cocoon fell into the empress 
Hsi Ling Shi’s tea cup. She 
unravelled the thread of the 
cocoon – of which a silk worm 
produces 1000 metres in its 21-day 
lifespan – and hit upon the idea of 
weaving it. She set her household to 
the task of breeding silk worms fed 
on a diet of mulberry leaves and her 
consequent success benefited the 
economy, ultimately promoting her 
to goddess status.

The Chinese retained their 
monopoly on silk for three 
millennia, its production – 
sericulture - a secret in China 
until the third century, its export 
forbidden under pain of death. 
But the commodity found its 
way into the Byzantine Empire 
with monks smuggling eggs 
into the West inside bamboo 
poles. By the Han dynasty 
in the second century, 
silk had become the 
monetary standard. 
The 4,000-mile Silk 
Road began in Xi’an, 
rose into Central 
Asia reached through 
to the Levant and 
the Mediterranean, 
where the Roman 
Senate tried to ban 
it as the root of all 
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Gossamer thin or 
in a more natural 

form, rigidly 
structured or as a 
beautiful sarong, 

silk has fascinated 
designers and 
fashionists for 

generations. We 
trace the fabric 

down to its origins 
and see how 

modern designers 
are redefining it 

LoVE | Gilt-edged The Allure of Khadi Silk
From the statement of rebellion against the system, 
Khadi has evolved to a sassy fashion statement that 
combines the best of modern couture with a heritage 
that’s old as the history of weaving itself. 
Deepika Govind, the Bangalore-based designer 
known for her passion for Indian textiles, has 
injected her sense of modernism to a fabric known 
for its practicality. think high-waisted trousers, 
asymmetrical tunics, peplum tops and of course 
the khadi saris – most in Khadi or ahimsa silk or 
the peace silk – a gossamer thin fabric produced 
when the larvae of the silk worm, instead of being 
boiled for the silk yarn, is allowed to metamorphose 

into a moth. the silk yarn left behind 
in the cocoon is then used to create 

gorgeous silk products.
Govind is known for her earthy 
or soothing white colour palette 
– this collection, too, features 
natural off-white, the Indian kora 
colour, the mystical off-white, 
with black as the new neutral. 
among other colours that she 
has explored for her gorgeous 
collection are chartreuse 
yellow, tangerine orange, 
cyclamen pink, intense red 
and verdant green. 
the exquisite garments are 
embellished with Indian 
embroideries and origami 
folds, patch work, sequins 
and mirrors. 

The Global 
Collections

From prodigious talent Prabal 
Gurung’s explosion of colour and 

print with his stunning silk sheath 
dress, to alexander McQueen’s 

poetry in motion – a black slim jacket 
over a white twirl skirt, Christian 
Dior’s pristine white jacket dress, 
Louis vuitton’s wicked sequinned 
dresses, and Miu Miu’s smooth 
silken dresses worn with solid 
coloured belts, silk dominates 
several collections this Fall/Winter 
season. It may be gossamer thin, 
structured or fluid like a river... but 
silk continues to evoke imagery 
that’s rich, royal and truly beautiful.
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wantonness. To this day, what woman worth her salt lacks a drawer 
of good silk underwear and, increasingly, sarongs? or, in the case of 
India, beautiful saris and more modern couture (see box).

In India, the origins of silk are probably contemporaneous with 
its discovery in China; another romantic tale has a Chinese princess 
smuggling silk worms in her vast and gorgeous headpiece when she 
travelled to India to marry a prince. Nowadays India is the second 
largest producer of silk after China. Ninety percent of Indian silk is 
made on traditional handlooms according to ancient designs. 

Vijay Ram is an Indian importer of Indian silk into the UK. When 
he started out in the business there was widespread inconsistency 
in the standard of the material, and sharp practice was taken as a 
matter of course and substantial benefits were offered for exporters. 
During his training at the silk institute he discovered that corruption 
was rife: inspectors of silk were indifferent to the quality of what they 
passed. “Why is it that poor silk is leaving the country when you are 
the head of inspection?” he asked the man in question. 

When Ram went into the business, he discovered that the bulk 
frequently failed to correspond to the samples. Too prudent to place 
large initial orders, he would ask producers for small quantities. 
Invariably at first they refused, claiming to be too busy. At that point 
Vijay would ask them to dictate their price and refused to bargain. 
Reluctantly, they produced a sum, at which point he told the supplier 
that the price was too low and added another 25 per cent. The result 
was silk of the finest quality. 

Ram built up such a degree of loyalty amongst his designer-
customers and a reputation for integrity that they never tried to 
discuss price because they knew that the quality of the end product 
would be exceptionally high. He would reject 40 per cent of an order 
if he found the quality to be sub-standard, refusing to sell on poor 
quality.

He remained in India as living away would have prevented him 
from keeping a constant check on quality. When he set up on his 
own, he borrowed from his doubting father the money that he would 
otherwise have received on marriage. “Why do I need a wife?” he 
told his father, and instead of the 12 per cent that had been agreed 
as the rate of interest between father and son, Ram returned 15 per 
cent - in the best tradition of his over-bargaining principles.

He remains alert to the tricks that are still practised in the 
silk industry by the unscrupulous: overlaying pattern onto a plain 
background to disguise poor quality; using chemicals to add weight 
to silk to increase its price; mixing silk with cotton; diluting silk 
thread with polyester by introducing it in the length of the weave 
rather than the width, where it would be more noticeable.

Combative in the face of dishonesty, indignant at sharp practice 
(“You can take your silk and shove it”) but rewarding of integrity, 
Ram remains a feisty ambassador for the thing he loves. Like all good 
entrepreneurs, his success is due to affection for his commodity. “Silk 
has an inherent beauty. Don’t treat it like a business, treat it like a 
person.”
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For an entirely different type of silk, Poshtotti is the label to 
look out for - except that Poshtotti’s sarongs are all sold without one: 
the silk needs to shimmer and flow effortlessly without the tiniest 
interference, so no labels are stitched in for fear of spoiling the drape. 

Sarongs from Poshtotti are made from totally natural dyes 
that produce the most intense and subtle colours: at least ten 
types of blue from sky-pale to cornflower through to bright cobalt – 
backgrounds for a classically simple pattern of palm trees and more 
intricate themes of lilies or the flowers of the sea. 

Amanda Burwell, managing director of Poshtotti, chose the 
catchy name for her company to carry classy, rather racy, desirability. 
A stuffy male acquaintance of Burwell said, “But you can’t call it 
that!” – possibly because the name poked fun at the world of male 
chauvinism, of which he was a fully paid-up member. But Amanda 
did call it that, and her silks are all the rage in the chicest of chic 
European fashion weeks. Her sarongs sell all over the Caribbean and 
in classy hotels in the South of France. Versace love her designs. 
Swiss luxury retailer Globus are keen to join in.

Like Ram, Burwell began small. She followed the advice of 
her mentor and managing director of Monsoon, John Spooner, who 

told her: “Let the business grow 
organically and let people find 
you.” It’s true: her unassuming 
shop in a pretty Devon town in 
England’s West Country is not 
exactly easy to track down but 
once you’ve found it, you’ve 
made a personal discovery. Most 
of the business is conducted 
through the Poshtotti website, 
which represents the sarongs 
as accurately as seeing the silk 
in the flesh, the colours evoked 
in dreamy categories: Azure 
seas, shallow waters, seashore 
for blues, raspberry ripple and 
strawberries and cream for 
pinks, Caribbean lime, harvest 
time and temple garden for 
greens…

Factbox

Most of Poshtotti’s sarongs 
don’t get as far as the shop, 
but should you plan a visit to 
Devon, amanda Burwell’s shop, 
Poshtotti Clothing Company Ltd 
is at 75 Fore Street, Kingsbridge, 
Devon, tQ7 1aB, phone number 
+44 (0)1548 858881.

otherwise the Poshtotti website 
is www.silksarongs.com. all 
sarongs are supplied with a 
large mother-of-pearl buckle to 
tie the garment.

vijay Ram is director of 
Silkweaves UK Ltd, at 1 New 
Zealand Lane, Queniborough, 
Leicester Le7 3FU
Contact +44(0) 7939050830

Burwell’s marketing strategy is the simplicity of the thing 
itself: the silk is sold as a sarong but its versatility is abundant. 
It’s a halter-neck, or an off-the-shoulder dress, a skirt, a scarf – 
and many things beside. There’s no particular age-group that 
needs to be targeted: these are timeless pieces for women of all 
ages and sizes. Each sarong is individual (identity-conscious 
film stars and celebrities love them) and all are painted using 
copper stamps which, along with the art of batik, have been 
passed down through the generations of craftswomen in tiny 
communities in Indonesia. Up to three painstaking months of 
creativity go into the making of just one sarong. The sarong 
then flies off the website faster than a silkworm can munch 
through a mulberry leaf. 


